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The Zoological Garden Newsletter 

 

News from the Clinic 

The Zoological Garden clinic is currently home to 

four red fox cubs (or kits, if we want to be 

perfectly correct), now one month old. Their 

mother gave birth to them underneath a house in 

the western Galilee and then abandoned them.  

They arrived at the clinic, only 10 days old and 

eyes still closed, due to the kindness of a Nature 

and Parks Authority ranger. Despite their young 

age, their dominance relationships are already 

clear.  

The Zoological Garden keepers are also devotedly 

caring for three very young Syrian woodpecker 

nestlings, found in an abandoned nest in the Gilboa 

by a Nature and Parks Authority ranger.  The 

nestlings are fed by hand and kept in incubators at 

30
o
C.  They were initially kept at 34

o
C, and each 

week we reduced the temperature by one degree.  

Further gentle adjustment of temperature is done 

according to the nestlings’ behaviour: when they 

are crowded together we slightly raise the temperature, and when they separate from 

each other and stretch their limbs, we lower the temperature.   
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News from the lawn 

The yellow-legged gulls nest on the grass and 

their speckled eggs are well camouflaged, as 

you can see in the picture. Some of the eggs 

have already started to hatch, one week earlier 

than last year.  There are already several years 

of ongoing research on these birds, during 

which the gulls born in the zoo are fitted with 

large orange leg bands, visible from afar. 

Photographing them reveals the number on the 

band.  As a result, last week, on the western shore of Cyprus, one of our seagulls, born 

in 2013, was spied. 

At present, the nesting period, the gulls are highly aggressive and catch, kill and eat 

adult little egrets, cattle egrets and even pigeons.  This is the reason for the many 

carcasses we find on the grass each day.  It’s not the only reason, however:  it seems 

that in cattle egrets and little egrets the siblings in the nest struggle for dominance, and 

the two largest nestlings throw out the younger and smaller ones. 

Not only seagulls nest on the grass. A pair of spur-winged plovers can be seen there 

too (although in the last few days one of the parents and the only observed nestling 

seem to have disappeared.  Perhaps the gulls killed them too…..).  

The geese nest on the grass as well. In one of the grey goose nests an alien egg was 

found (indicated by an arrow in the bottom left picture), but we’re not sure whose: 

perhaps a peahen’s. Due to the vast nesting activity on the lawn cutting the grass is 

carried out very carefully. Why do we cut the grass at all? And why now?  We do so in 

order to avoid the spread of silverleaf nightshade, an invasive plant. 
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On crows and gazelles 

In the north-eastern corner of the pool, next to the food dishes for the birds, you can 

observe a fascinating behaviour – a competition for food between gazelles and crows.  

The gazelles, arriving at the food dishes to snack on the food mixture, are attacked by 

the crows.  Only when the crows finish their meal do they allow the gazelles to eat in 

peace. If you take a really good look, you can see the crows “taking turns”: one crow 

chases the gazelle away while another one enjoys its food at leisure. 

 

The crooked antler of the adult deer 

If you’ve been observing the Persian fallow deer recently, you certainly will have 

noticed that one of the antlers of the oldest deer is growing downwards and distorted. 

We don’t know why this is happening 

(perhaps because of a traumatic injury at the 

end of the previous breeding season), but as a 

result two things have occurred. One is clear 

and connected to the bloodstream: in a normal 

antler, high arterial blood pressure forces the 

blood up the antler, while the venous blood 

simply flows back downward with gravity.  

However, in the downward-growing antler the 

returning venous blood has difficulty in 

pushing the blood upward again, causing  
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blood clots around the bony part of the antler. The second, and more interesting, thing is 

that the antler hasn’t developed branches but has grown as a single mass. This may have 

resulted from the cells experiencing an “orientation” problem in space.  

We now have three possibilities: 

1.  To surgically remove the antler. Antler tissue is the fastest growing tissue in the 

animal world and has large blood vessels; surgery to remove it has many potential 

complications, including anaesthetization, infection and uncontrollable blood loss. 

2.  Testosterone injection to stop the antler growth and speed up its shedding. In nature, 

at the height of the breeding season, testosterone secretion is at its maximum and antler 

growth ceases. At this stage the velvet (external tissue covering the antler) begins to 

peel, and shortly afterwards the antlers are shed. 

3. Wait and see what happens…..   In the meantime the deer doesn’t seem to be 

suffering from this abnormal growth:  he is eating and behaving normally; and, as we 

are a research institute – and the phenomenon is very interesting – it is logical to wait, 

observe and monitor development.  When the antler eventually sheds, it will be donated 

to the museum. 

It will also be interesting to see how the antler grows next year.  In previous years the 

antlers of some individual that were sick during the period of antler growth were less 

developed than in healthy individuals.  The antlers thus indicate not only age but also 

signal their owners’ state of health.   

 

New cormorants in the Zoological Garden 

Four great cormorants have arrived 

from Oranim College to join our 

cormorant cage.  The new occupants 

have become very fond of the pool in 

their cage and can be seen swimming 

in great enjoyment. They are 

currently displaying courtship and 

nesting behaviour, as you can see in 

the picture.  
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Improvement in the Nene chicks’ legs 

If you have been following our newsletters, you 

will remember that our Nene chicks have been 

suffering from abnormal development of their 

legs.  We initially tried to solve this problem by 

means of enriched food:  from food for egg-

layers to food for chicks, but it didn’t help and 

even made the situation worse. We concluded 

that the abnormal development derived in fact 

from overfeeding, leading to too fast growth.  

We therefore drastically reduced their protein 

intake and increased the fibre.  As a result, all three of the chicks (each from different 

parents) began to develop normally.  It seems that we have found the solution….. 

 

Newsflash from the Zoological Garden 

 Spring has arrived and our male 

houbara bustard has resumed its 

vigorous courting… it still hasn’t lost 

hope of meeting a suitable mate… 

 

 The pelican that was returned to a 

cage for rehabilitation (following a 

fierce battle with a swan), will remain 

there in defensive custody, after it 

became clear that an earlier attempt to                                                          

release him had also resulted in a fight with a swan.  

 

 About a month ago two of our gazelles were relocated to the Gazelle Valley in 

Jerusalem. To our surprise, neither of them have in the meanwhile joined the 

local herd, but wander around the territory, each on its own.  Since their release, 

one of them has given birth, and we look forward to further updates. 
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The Botanical Garden Newsletter 

 

Species of mullein flowering now 

Several species of mullein are currently flowering in the 

Botanical Garden. The Hebrew name for mullein ("Butzin") 

comes from the Aramaic word means ‘candle’, because its 

pleasant yellow flowers are borne on high stems, reminiscent of 

candelabra. The flowers generally open for only a single day and 

wilt shortly after pollination (or after being touched).  The 

mullein flowers are pollinated by bees. Many species of mullein 

are extremely 'hairy', which can cause irritation of the eyes and 

skin, for which reason, perhaps, their name in Arabic means 

“causing blindness”.  Another species of mullein is called 

“Quakers’ rouge” in America, because young Quaker girls, 

forbidden to wear makeup, used to use the flower to irritate the 

skin of their cheeks into producing a reddish blush. 

There are 16 species of mullein in Israel. In our garden, about a 

month ago, the species called in Hebrew “horizontal mullein” 

(Verbascum levanticum) began to flower. This is a near-

endangered species, growing only on the Carmel. It also grows in 

Cyprus, attesting, together with a number of other species of 

similar distribution, to the biogeographical link between these 

two sites.  The pedicels (the short stem that attaches single 
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flowers to the inflorescence) are horizontal, at a right-angle to the stem, from which 

derives its Hebrew name. During our attempt to photograph it, it became clear that, 

despite the description regarding other of its species, its flowers in fact open only 

towards evening, making the flowers look wrinkled and “tired” in the photograph – they 

had been there since yesterday…  Several days later, the Verbascum berytheum also 

began to flower (picture on previous page). This is an endangered species endemic to 

loam soil in the coastal plain in Israel and Lebanon, and suffering from constant loss of 

habitat due to agriculture and construction. You 

can see it in the loam soil plants’ section of the 

garden. 

A pleasant surprise is the flowering – for the first 

time in our botanical garden – of the Galilee 

mullein (Verbascum galilaeum), also an 

endangered species which grows in heavy soil 

near banks of water bodies. In our garden it 

grows on the edge of the big pool in the water plants’ section of the garden. Its flowers 

are very large (up to 5 cm in diameter) and impressive. In few weeks the Scallop-

Leaved Mullein will begin to flower in different areas of the Botanical Garden. This is a 

widespread species, found in many parts of Israel. It flowers throughout the summer and 

also for part of the autumn.           

 

New in the Botanical Garden – Chinese Jojoba  

We have recently planted two small Chinese jojoba 

(Simmondsia chinensis) bushes in the medicinal herb 

section of the garden.  The source of this plant is in the 

Sonora and Mojave deserts (south-west United States and 

north-west Mexico) and not in China, despite its name. 

The name seems to have resulted from an error in 

identifying the source of the plant when scientists first 

described it upon its arrival in Europe. The jojoba seeds 

produce a high-quality liquid wax called “jojoba oil”. 
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This wax is used in the cosmetic industry, and is similar composition to the natural oil 

of our skin. Israel is one of the largest producers of jojoba oil in the world.  Most of the 

commercial varieties grown today in Israel, and even exported worldwide, have been 

nurtured in the orchards of Kibbutz Hazerim over the last 30 years, with the aid of The 

Institute for Applied Research of Ben Gurion University of the Negev. We received the 

bushes planted in our Botanical Garden from the kibbutz and are grateful for it. 

 

The vanilla plant is flowering  

In our tropical greenhouse the flat-leaved 

vanilla plant (Vanilla planifolia) is 

currently flowering; a type of orchid from 

whose capsules vanilla spice is produced.  

The seeds inside the capsules serve to 

flavour ice cream, pastries and sweets. To 

obtain the spice, the fruit (the vanilla bean) 

is fermented at high heat and humidity in 

order to achieve the familiar and much 

loved vanilla aroma, and then dried for marketing. Following fermentation, the vanilla 

bean becomes dark brown. This species grows wild in tropical regions in Mexico, but 

today its main production worldwide is in Madagascar and Indonesia.  The flower is 

large and impressive but flowers for only a single day.  The commercial grower hand-

pollinates the vanilla, which is what we are attempting to do here too, in the hope that 

we shall be able to see vanilla beans in our tropical greenhouse in a few months’ time.  

 


